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The poster shows an example of an IBL activity requiring the
students to discover the relationship between temperature and
the speed of chemical reactions, integrating the curricula
of chemistry, physics and mathematics.
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Features of the activity
For physics and chemistry subjects
For ages 17‐18, working in groups of 3‐4
Time to process: 2 x 45 minutes

The task is aimed at the fostering of the
following inquiry skills

Steps of the process
• Summing up student’ prior knowledge in connection with the
conceptual content of the text (chemical reactions).
• Observing the reaction between sodium thiosulfate and
hydrochloric acid at room temperature.
• Planning an experiment in order to observe the temperature
dependence of reaction rate in the above process.
• Carrying out the measurements.
• Representation of data on paper or by computer with the
help of spreadsheet program.
• Analysis of the graphs, comparing them with the hypothesis.
• Making a report.
• Making the report actually begins in the planning phase.
• Groups present their work.
• Why the acquired knowledge is important for everyday life?
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of fixing salt and 5
of hydrochloric acid into the
Pour 5
test tubes placed on the test tube rack. Pour water of the same
quantity but of different temperatures into big beakers. (In
laboratories this is called a waterbath.) Pour enough water into
the beakers so that it covers the solutions in the test tubes but
does not get into them. Put two test tubes into each beaker
one containing fixing salt and another containing hydrochloric
acid for 2‐3 minutes so that they reach the required
temperature. Then pour the hydrochloric acid into the fixing
salt. During the chemical process a substance gets precipitated
(sulphur), the small grains of which make the liquid opalescent.
This shows us that the process is complete.
Handle the solutions carefully; make sure they do not squirt
onto your skin or into your eyes!
The students are given the table below only if they fail to
plan measurement process on their own.
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Carrying out the series of measurements is very simple, it
requires only a few pieces of equipment but it is very
spectacular. It can be observed clearly that in a cool
environment, for example at 10 degrees Celsius, the process
takes place very slowly, while in a water bath of 60 degrees
Celsius it happens instantaneously. Consequently, the chemical
reactions take place much more
slowly in a cool environment.
This is why for example we can
store food much longer
in a fridge.
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From measurement data to the
exponential function
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During the reaction, non‐water soluble sulphate colloids
develop that allowing the measurement of time.
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The form of the Arrhenius equation containing the molar (m)
activation energy is (R=8.314J/molK, the universal gas
constant):
(Ea)m
−
RT
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Na2S2O3+2HCl=2NaCl+H2O+SO2+S

The concentration changes are the same if we mix solutions of
the same volume, so the reaction speed will be proportional
to the reciprocal reaction time.

If it is possible to use a spreadsheet program and the students
(not necessarily all) like to use one, a curve should be fitted.
Furthermore, students can look for the most appropriate
function that fits the data the best,
about which the value of R2 provides
information. It would also be
important to look up a function
that describes the curve constructed
from the data.
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The molar activation energy:
m = − Ea /R = 5347
(Ea)m = − mR = − (−5347) 8.314  45 kJ/mol

y = ‐1.7872x + 92.316
R2 = 0.8203
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Further discussion of the topic is recommended in specialized
groups in differentiated processing. During the testing this part
of the activity also took place. The activation energy of the
reaction can be estimated with further analyzing the
mathematical description. The studied problem is a good
example for the Boltzmann‐distribution.
Knowing the Arrhenius‐equation we can calculate activation
energy as well.

y = 1068.1x‐1.2629
R2 = 0.9663
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The students study the problem through the reaction of sodium
thiosulphate and hydrochloric acid. The series of
measurements can be carried out easily with only a few pieces
of equipment, and at the same time the result is spectacular.

d (concentration of original material)
something * k = υ =
dt

The students may illustrate the data directly measured, for
example reaction time as a function of temperature. It is
apparent from the measurement points that contrary to what
most students expected, the relationship is far from being
linear. The measurement marks cannot be linked by a straight
line, but by only a curve.
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planning experiments, hypothesis,
scientific inquiry process, developing scientific thinking
graphical representation of the measurement data.

However, we would get k only via chemical calculations, which
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